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EDITOR’S NOTE

For our third open-access online issue of the *Walt Whitman Quarterly Review*, we take advantage of our new electronic platform to offer a document far more extensive than any we could have considered publishing when we were limited to a print format. We offer in this special double-issue a truly significant new find by Zachary Turpin—a previously unknown thirteen-part journalistic series by Walt Whitman, called “Manly Health and Training.” The series was published in the *New York Atlas* in 1858. In his introduction, Turpin offers a detailed description of the series, puts it in the context of Whitman’s life and work, and documents how we can be sure that Whitman was the author.

“Manly Health and Training” is, in effect, an entire new book by Whitman, written at a key time in the development of *Leaves of Grass*, directly between the publication of his second edition of *Leaves* (1856) and his much expanded third edition (1860). We devote 125 pages of this issue of *WWQR* to reprinting the series, offering it for the first time ever in one place. We look forward to tracing how this discovery will gradually alter the course of Whitman scholarship and biography. While we are accustomed to new letters or single articles by Whitman appearing regularly, seldom do we experience such a massive new infusion of work by one of our major nineteenth-century authors. Enjoy this remarkable new Whitman work!